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Message from the CEO Designate 
Dear Colleagues, 
 
Welcome to our September newsletter. 
 
The last few months have been a busy time with lots of activity. I am pleased to share that the  
Company (SmartSat CRC Ltd) has now been established with the Australian Securities and  
Investments Commission. We hope to hear the outcome of our application to the Australian  
Charities and Not-for-profits Commission (ACNC) requesting not for profit status soon.  
 
We have recently called for expressions of interest (EOI) for two short-term roles being; a Deputy Industry Director to support the  
Industry Director and a Chief Financial Officer, and have also seconded DST colleagues which has strengthened our relationship 
with Defence. In addition, Eva Rodriguez Rodriguez (FrontierSI) will support activities for our Diversity & Inclusion Committee, our  
Research Program 3 and will also lead SmartSat’s contribution to the AquaWatch project, a joint initiative with the CSIRO.  
In addition, a number of exciting opportunities for collaboration, particularly in Earth Observation and Optical Communications, 
were explored by Nicola Sasanelli during his recent attendance at the Annual Small Satellite Conference held in Utah.  
 
We are moving fast to establish our End-User Advisory Boards across Agriculture and Natural Resources; Communications; Defence 
and Security; Transport and Logistics; and Mining and Resources. Defence and Security is our first Board to be established and we 
are now progressing the ‘Agriculture and Natural Resources’ and ‘Mining and Resources’ Boards. 
 
The EOI call for Research Project proposals closed on the 2nd September and we are now reviewing the applications. I’m also  
delighted to announce that our HDR Scholarship applications will be open very soon, with further details to follow.  
 
Finally, I would like to congratulate Eva Rodriguez Rodriguez for recently being awarded the Women’s Leadership Award, as part of 
the Asia Pacific Spatial Excellence Awards, which recognised her excellent work in strategically growing the Spatial sector in  
Australia. Well done Eva! 
 
Please enjoy this edition of our newsletter. We are planning to distribute our next newsletter online via our ‘new look’ website! 

Message from the Director: Outreach and Communication 
 
Dear Colleagues, 
 
It is a pleasure to introduce myself, Mr Nicola Sasanelli, as the Director: Outreach and Communication  
for SmartSat CRC. This is an amazing challenge but at the same time very fascinating. 
 
One of our main goals is to broadly disseminate the knowledge generated within the CRC by engaging the  
public to help shape the experience of space technology, as an integral component of our daily life. Our mission  
is to ensure that our research results and capabilities developed are also used to inspire young people. 
  
Our Strategy aims to inform broader audiences, not only of what we are accomplishing and learning, but also to  
explain why we are doing it and the relevance to such audiences. We will also develop cognitive and technological 
bridges to our scientific and technological community, and take full advantage of web interfaces, newsletters with dedicated  
content for targeted audiences and host regular events.   
  
Our quarterly newsletters will enhance SmartSat’s ecosystem of information-sharing regarding key topics such as best practice, 
emerging technologies and industry trends, to facilitate collaboration among key stakeholders within the Australian space sector to 
further encourage growth and innovation within the space economy.  
 
I encourage you to share our newsletter with your colleagues who may be interested in our activities. 

https://protect-au.mimecast.com/s/awrkCyojrJsyxyX8IZEvFh?domain=defencesa.com
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Message from the Chief Research Officer contribution by Dr Nick Stacy 

Dear Colleagues,  
 

It is fantastic to join the SmartSat CRC in the Chief Research Officer role and I would like to share some of 
my background with you all. I received the B.E., M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in electrical engineering from the  
University of Adelaide in 1984, Stanford University in 1985 and Cornell University in 1993 respectively.  
My early work included Earth-based planetary radar at Arecibo Observatory in Puerto Rico, the ERS-1  
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) processor for the Australian Centre for Remote Sensing at BAE Systems, 
and as a graduate member of the NASA Magellan science team analysing SAR data of the surface of  
Venus. My PhD researched fine resolution lunar radar observations including the search for ice deposits in 
the permanently shadowed poles of the Moon. 
 

In 1993, I joined the Defence Science and Technology (DST) group where I researched imaging radar technology using the DST 
developed Ingara SAR.  I have contributed to international collaborations including Australian sensor lead for the Global Hawk 
deployment to Australia in 2001 and a secondment to the USA for 18 months in 2005. I led the Imaging  
Radar Systems group from 2001 to 2008 with programs in advanced SAR capabilities such as polarimetric-interferometry.   
 
In 2008, I became the Research Leader for the Imaging Systems branch leading a program of research in electro-optic, hyper 
spectral and SAR sensing combined with automated processing for geospatial intelligence. Since 2015, I have led the DST  
strategic research program in space and in September 2019 my role changed to Senior Principal Scientist – Space where half my 
time is contributed to the SmartSat CRC as the Chief Research Officer. 
 

This is an exciting time to be building Australia’s future space capabilities with partners across academia, industry, government 
and international organisations. I look forward to applying my experience from working with a wide range of partners across 
program development and implementation to deliver on the SmartSat’s goal of creating leapfrogging technologies across  
advanced communications, intelligent satellites systems and next generation Earth observation data services. 

Education and Training College  
 

The establishment of our SmartSat education and training college is progressing well with current activity including the finalisa-
tion of the education and training program Strategy and planning for our first college workshop in late October/early November.  
 
The SmartSat aims to graduate 73 PhD students and will play a critical role in providing a platform for new generations of  
innovators to advance their research careers, and develop their ideas and innovations within key research areas.  
 
We will shortly be inviting applications for our HDR scholarships, of up to 3 years duration for PhD and Masters by Research  
students, for commencement in 2020. Successful candidates will be enrolled with one of our university partners and will work 
on applied R&D which align with our research programs. 

Diversity and Inclusion contribution by Eva Rodriguez Rodriguez 

 

The SmartSatCRC Diversity & Inclusion (D&I) Committee has been very active and it is in the process of finalising its Terms of 
Reference (TOR). It has been agreed that the Committee will be a subcommittee of the SmartSat CRC Executive until the  
establishment of the Board takes effect.  
 
D&I is critically important in building our CRC culture, it is seen as key responsibility for the centre and SmartSat CRC is in a great  
position to affect change and improving diversity and inclusion beyond that, supporting our partners and the whole of the space  
industry. In order to ensure we, as a centre, have the best start possible in the matter, the Committee has started conversations 
with specialist consultants that are already providing input to our processes.  
 
The Committee is keen to slightly increase its current size to include greater representation from the CRC community; we  
therefore encourage our partners to provide nominations or get in touch with erodriguez@frontiersi.com.au if you would like to 
know more.  

mailto:erodriguez@frontiersi.com.au
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Operational Matters contribution by Andrew Beveridge 

We continue to make significant progress towards the SmartSat CRC establishment and are well placed to execute the  
Commonwealth Funding Agreement at the end of September. We are finalising our Core and Supporting Partner agreements, 
incorporating feedback received and aim to have these ready for execution in October. We will also shortly have the remaining 
agreements and governance frameworks in place to commence formal operations in the latter part of 2019. Thank you to our 
Participants who provided feedback. 
 
As some organisations may not be as familiar with SmartSat’s intended structure, an image below has been provided to clarify 
how the collective agreements fit together. 
 

 
The Initial SmartSat CRC Ltd Board has now been established 
with the minimum number of Directors, as follows: 

•  Chair: Peter Woodgate 

•  CEO and Managing Director: Andy Koronios  

•  Director: Peter Nikoloff 

•  Company Secretary: Andrew Beveridge.  
 

Thank you to all Core and Industry Supporting Partners who 
nominated potential Board Candidates.   
 
The Nominations and Renumerations Committee have  
shortlisted possible Board members and the full Board   
appointment is expected later in the year via an AGM. 

 

Board Members: Andrew Beveridge, Andy Koronios, Peter Nikoloff 
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Thank you to those who responded to our Research Project Expression of Interest (EoI) call.  We received strong enthusiasm 
from participants keen to see SmartSat move into the actual business of the centre, as was demonstrated with an overwhelm-
ing response and EOI submissions. There is significant work ahead to review and shortlist the proposals – those shortlisted will 
be invited to submit a full proposal for consideration. If you have not received an acknowledgement email from the CRC Team 
for your EoI, please email Andrew.Beveridge@unisa.edu.au to ensure we have captured your proposal. 
 

Thanks to all Core and Supporting Participants who completed their Participant Expectation Survey. These surveys are an im-
portant aspect of the SmartSat CRC, as we are keen to provide all Participants with the opportunity to inform and guide the CRC 
activities.   

Operational Matters – continued 

The establishment of our Australian Space Industry Start-up Company (ASISC) is expected to play a significant role in repre-
senting the many start-up companies as a single voice in the CRC, and we continue to receive many applications to join - which 
is free for the first year.   
Our current ASISC members are listed below, with profiles to be featured in upcoming newsletters. 

 

• Astrogate Labs Private Limited - Contact: Aditya Kedlaya, info@astrogatelabs.com 

• SatDek Pty Ltd - Contact: Arnold G. Dekker, arnoldgdekker@gmail.com   

• Ping Services Pty Ltd - Contact: Matthew Stead, Matthew.stead@ping.services  

• Spiral Blue Pty Ltd - Contact: Taofiq Huq, taofiq@spiralblue.space  

• High Earth Orbit Robotics - Contact: Will Crowe, will@heo-robotics.com  

• Arlula Pty Ltd - Contact: Sebastian Chaoui, sebastian@arlula.com   

• Predict Australia Pty Ltd - Contact: Amelie Froger, Amelie.froger@predict.net.au  

• ResearchSat - Contact: Raviteja Duggineni, raviteja@researchsat.com.au  

• Buchan - Contact: Aleksander Borek, Aleksander.Borek@buchangroup.com.au  

• Gilmour Space Technologies Pty Ltd - Contact: Adam Gilmour, adam@gspacetech.com  

• Aerospace Systems - Contact: George Coulloupas, george@aerospacesystems.com.au 

• Lookinglass - Contact: Simon Cullen, simon@lookinglass.co  

Australian Space Industry Start-up Company  

mailto:Andrew.Beveridge@unisa.edu.au
mailto:info@astrogatelabs.com
mailto:arnoldgdekker@gmail.com
mailto:Matthew.stead@ping.services
mailto:taofiq@spiralblue.space
mailto:will@heo-robotics.com
mailto:sebastian@arlula.com
mailto:Amelie.froger@predict.net.au
mailto:raviteja@researchsat.com.au
mailto:Aleksander.Borek@buchangroup.com.au
mailto:adam@gspacetech.com
mailto:george@aerospacesystems.com.au
mailto:simon@lookinglass.co
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Recent Events  

Hamilton Secondary College Space School— 50th Anniversary of the Moon Landing 
Event—20 July  
 
A wonderful event was hosted by the Hamilton Secondary 
College Space School, to commemorate the 50th  
anniversary of the Apollo 11 Moon landing.  
 

The South Australian Minister for Innovation and Skills, Hon. David Pisoni 
MP, gave the Official Opening which was followed by a special video  
recorded message from Col. (Ret’d) Pam Melroy, Former NASA Space 

Shuttle Commander.  Key industry representatives shared their insights 
and contributions to the space industry; and some personal memories of 
the moon landing! 
 

Guest Speakers included: 
• Dr Matthew Tetlow, Inovor Technologies  
• Mr Peter Nikoloff, Nova Systems  
• Prof Andy Koronios, SmartSat CRC 

 
Guests were also offered a tour of the school’s Mike Roach 
Space Education Centre, which provides a simulated Mission to 
Mars program to train the next generation of space explorers —complete with a Mission Control Room, Briefing Room, laboratory 
and simulated Martian Crater. 

TechNet SA Forum at UniSA, Magill Campus — 19 July 

TechNet SA hosts a yearly Forum, as a network for staff of the three South Australian universities working 
in the practical application of science, engineering, health and associated technological and support  
services. This year’s theme of “Space; the final frontier” surrounded the Australian Space Agency’s new 
home in Adelaide, along with the development of the SmartSat CRC, and the timely 50th anniversary of the 
moon landing.  
 
The Program delivered a wealth of relevant topics and showcased opportunities to connect the main  
research priorities of our country, our universities and potential synergies of academic research and technical expertise.  
A highlight of the Forum was the Indigenous Traineeship session, which explored how universities can increase employment  
opportunities and rejuvenate their technical makeup.  
Other key areas covered were the use of drones as cheap and immediate mode for aerial research capability, as well as safety within 
the Australian airspace, which has prompted the Civil Aviation and Safety Authority to review regulation and licencing. 

L-R: Matthew Tetlow, Peter Nikoloff, Hon. David Pisoni MP, Peta Kourbelis 

(Principal, Hamilton Secondary College), Nicola Sasanelli, Andy Koronios. 

Peter Nikoloff, Eva Rodriguez and Nicola Sasanelli represented SmartSat 

at the CSIRO Space 2.0 Workshop held in Brisbane, themed ‘A flagship 

space mission for Australia’.  

Four missions were presented as case studies: AquaWatch; Moon Mining; Space 

Weather and Lunar Communication.  

 

The Smartsat was eloquently presented as an opportunity to develop cutting-edge 

technologies aiming to support the growth of space capability and expertise in  

Australia. The AquaWatch mission will be underpinned by SmartSat’s Water  

Monitoring project. 

CSIRO Space 2.0 Workshop - Brisbane - 15 and 16 August 

Eva Rodriguez Rodriguez and Peter Nikoloff presenting. 
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33rd Annual Conference on Small Satellites - Utah, USA - 3 August 
 
Nicola Sasanelli recently attended the Conference on Small Satellites, held at the Utah State University, 
where three particular areas of strong interest and potential growth emerged:   
 
• Earth observation (EO): The next generation of EO using hyperspectral sensing, on-board machine 

learning models, agile & resilient satellites, self-healing satellite systems and Artificial Intelligence will enable space 
researchers and companies to adopt disruptive technologies and methods. 

 
• Optical communications: With the advent of the Internet of Things, smart cities, worldwide internet access and 

fast on-the-move communications, modern wireless RF communications are rapidly 
becoming bandwidth limited by various parameters of the transceivers they employ. 
Optical communications development on both the satellite and ground station side will 
play an important role to the success of space industry. 

 
• Space exploration: The conference presented projects in which cubesats are also used 

in space exploration (particularly in the lunar and Mars orbits). Technologies developed 
in this field, which represent important research results, have been successively imple-
mented in innovative products and services. More importantly, space exploration has 
always been an important factor in attracting talent and inspiring the next generation 
of scientists and engineers. 

 
The conference proved to be a wonderful opportunity to increase awareness of 
the SmartSat and promote our CRC on an international platform. 

Recent Events—continued 

‘Space-Age Ideas for a More Sustainable Planet’ Project Launch -  
Hamilton Secondary College, Adelaide - 6 September  
 
Leading the way in space education, Hamilton Secondary College is home to the state’s first South Australian 
Space School. The SmartSat CRC is delighted to have partnered with Hamilton Secondary College students to  
assist space scientists in tackling the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). 
 
This collaboration between high school students and some of Australia’s leading space scientists aims to identify 
project ideas using satellite technologies to address global challenges such as the protection of our planet, ending 
poverty, ensuring peace and many of the 17 United Nation’s SDGs.  
 
Students will be able to participate in this initiative by identifying a SDG and developing a project using space technologies to ad-
dress it. The SmartSat CRC is focusing on inspiring young people to pursue careers in space by building a culture of  
entrepreneurship and igniting a curiosity for space among students through a space-related STEM program.  
 
Although this program will be launched at Hamilton Secondary College, it will be available to other interested secondary schools 
and it is one of a number of such initiatives that the SmartSat CRC will offer.  

 

Keynote Speaker: Mr. Greg Wyler, OneWeb founder 

Prof Andy Koronios presenting to the group of students attending the launch 
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Professor Kandeepan Sithamparanathan is the Discipline Leader for Telecommunications & Photonics in the 
School of Engineering at the RMIT University. His areas of expertise include communications  
engineering, signal processing and networks applied in wireless, satellite and mobile systems.  
 
He has extensive experience in working with the industry for bringing research to practice as well as  
conducting fundamental research. Prof Sithamparanathan had collaborated and published papers with the 
German Aerospace Center (DLR, Munich), Thales Alenia Space (France) and Eutelsat (France) on satellite-
aerial-terrestrial systems, with the Orange Labs (France Telecom), Portugal Telecom, Joint Research Center 
for the European Commission (Italy), and Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA) on  
wireless communication and radio spectrum studies.  
 

Furthermore, he had worked on a research project with the Melbourne Water Utilities such as Yarra Valley Water and City 
West Water and telecommunication companies such as, Telstra, Optus and NNNCo on Internet of Things for smart digital  
water meters.  
Current projects are with the Defence Science Technology (DST) in addressing cognitive radio based dynamic spectrum access  
issues for a Defence-CRC project; Bosch Australia for adopting 5G & IoT capabilities in automobile systems; and with several 
VIC based City Councils for experimenting and deploying IoT networks systems using LoRaWAN technology.  
 
He has authored a scholarly book on Cognitive Radio Techniques: Spectrum Sensing, Interference Mitigation and Localization, 
published by Artech House (New York) in 2012, and published over 135 peer reviewed scientific journals and conference  
papers.  
Prof Sithamparanathan was the Chair of IEEE Comsoc VIC chapter, Vice Chair of the IEEE Tech Committee on Cognitive  
Networks, a contributing member of the ETSI RRS working group for developing standard in cognitive radios, and has served in 
the organization committee for several IEEE conferences. He had received the RMIT Research Excellence Award in 2019 for his  
research work with the industry.  

News From Our Research Partners 

Satellite Revolution: How small satellites – CubeSats – are taking over space 
- UniSA - 10 September  

Associate Professor Gottfried Lechner, Program Director of the Advanced Communications,  
Connectivity and Internet of Things (IoT) program of the SmartSat CRC, presented an excellent talk 
as part of UniSA’s Enterprise Research Talks series. 
 
Gottfried discussed the significant growth of the CubeSat market in recent years and the economic 
value of the new technologies. The ability to launch CubeSats and deploy large numbers into the 
low-earth orbit, creates new opportunities for Earth observation and communications. Gottfried 
also highlighted the challenges that come with these capability, particularly in regards to security 
and shared resources.  
 
Gottfried Lechner further explored this exciting area with industry partners and internationally-
renowned entrepreneurs, and was joined by:  
 

• Dr Alex Grant, CEO of  Myriota 
• Dr Matthew Tetlow, CEO of Inovor Technologies. 
 

This industry event brought together those working in industry sectors such as IT, space, defence, 
mining, agriculture, environment, transport and logistics who enjoyed the networking session  
following the talk. 

Associate Professor Gottfried Lechner 
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Professor Lorenzo Faraone, AM, FIEEE, 
FAA, FTSE, is Head of the Microelectronics  
Research Group (MRG) at The University of 
Western Australia (UWA), and Director of the 
WA Node of the Australian National Fabrication 
Facility (ANFF).  
 
His research focus is on HgCdTe-based infrared 
sensor technology (from MBE growth to 2-D 

imaging arrays), and optical MEMS technologies for infrared     
spectroscopy and multi-spectral imaging applications. The MRG is 
currently the largest research organisation in Australia working in 
the area of infrared science and technology. Prof Faraone has led 
numerous research projects with industry partners in the defence 
and aerospace sector, related to infrared sensing and imaging, 
including DARPA/Leonardo/DRS (USA), Raytheon (USA), Agilent 
Technologies (USA), United Technologies Aerospace Systems 
(USA), and ASELSAN (Turkey).  
 
Prof Faraone leads a DoD-funded Counter Improvised Threats 
Grand Challenge (CITGC) project ($2.9 million over 3 years) with 
two Australian industry partners, which has demonstrated         
detection and identification of specific infrared target signatures 
for improvised threats at stand-off distances > 100 metres. The 
module optics, low-noise read-out electronics and MEMS-based 
spectroscopic sensor represent a robust technology of                 
exceptionally small size, weight and power (SWaP) suitable for 
deployment on defence and aerospace platforms.  
 
He also leads an ARC Linkage Project ($850,000 over 3 years) with 
ASELSAN, the largest defence contractor and industrial R&D       
organisation in Turkey. This project aims to develop higher quality 
infrared sensing materials than current state-of-the-art, to enable 
future high performance lower-cost imaging arrays for space-
based earth observation and situational awareness, and for       
airborne intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR).  
This project has enabled the research group to successfully 
demonstrate a fully-functional 320x256 pixel 2-D infrared imaging 
array, which is the first ever photovoltaic thermal imager fully  
designed and fabricated in Australia.  

   Professor Branka Vucetic and her 
   team have successfully translated many 
   of their discoveries in coding theory, 
   signal processing, information theory, 
   and communication theory into real 
   world advances that underpin our  
   current wireless technologies.  
 
 
She has established and built on collaborations with key  
industry leaders, including Ericsson, NEC, Optus, Telstra, ABB 
and Huawei. At present her team, in collaboration with  
Telstra, is developing programmable scheduling architectures 
for 5G networks and industrial IoT applications.  
 
Prof Vucetic is an internationally renowned expert in wireless 
communications and technology. She is an ARC Laureate  
Fellow and Professor of Telecommunications at the  
University of Sydney, Director of the Centre of Excellence in                           
Telecommunications. She has made fundamental  
contributions in adaptive error control coding and soft output  
detection and decoding, widely used in commercial wireless  
networks. 
 
Branka’s current work is in the area of future wireless  
networks for the Internet of Things. This research will provide 
wireless connectivity in mission critical applications such as 
automated power grids, remotely controlled and self-driven 
vehicles and remote robot-assisted surgeries. She is also  
investigating mechanisms for delivering power to devices by 
using micro and mmWave radiation, which would  
considerably extend battery life without a need for power 
cables and chargers. 
 
She has published hundreds of journal articles and four 
books, and is a Fellow of the Australian Academy of Science, 
IEEE and the Australian Academy of Technology Sciences. 
Branka is the recipient of the Chinese Government Friendship 
Award for continuous and sustained cooperation in  
education and science.   

News From Our Research Partners —continued 
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Northrop Grumman has the ability to provide an end-to-end, 
physics-based remote sensing, modeling and scene generation 
capability.  The capability is called EVEREST (Environmental  
Product VErification and REmote Sensing Testbed), and it is the 
culmination of multi-million dollar investments and 20 years of 
development and refinement through its use on multiple space 
programs. EVEREST allows for the analysis of both element and 
total system requirements and performance.  
 
EVEREST has been successfully utilised at Northrop Grumman 
in various phases of satellite programs, including planning,  
design, and post-launch operation phases for improving  
sensors, platforms, algorithms, and data products. EVEREST has 
been used to help to define system architecture/requirements, 
assess the effectiveness of potential designs, predict system 
and element performance, as well as calibrate and validate 
operational performance outputs of existing systems/sensors 
(including use with anomaly resolution).  
 
As part of the SmartSat CRC, Northrop Grumman would like to 
offer the use of the EVEREST capability to qualifying CRC  
partners with defined project concepts. If you are interested in 
learning more, please contact the individual below.  
 
Shena Howell 
Shena.howell@ngc.com,  
m: +61 (0) 498 998 609 

News from our Industry Partners 

Saber Astronautics has been selected by Australian Training 
Centre for Small Satellites for its first spaceflight mission. 
 
Saber Astronautics has been awarded a satellite operations  
contract with the newly established Training Centre for  
CubeSats, UAVs and Their Applications (“CUAVA”). The CUAVA 
program includes multiple CubeSat space flights over the next 
four years, funded under a $5m Australian Research Council 
grant. 
 
Under this contract, Saber Astronautics will provide 3 months of 
continual spacecraft operations of the first 3kg satellite, called 
“CUAVA-1” from their “Responsive Space Operations  
Center” (RSOC) mission control centres in Sydney Australia and 
Boulder Colorado. Saber Astronautics also support the CUAVA 
partners in training on new methods of space operations. 
 
Professor Iver Cairns, Director, CUAVA, said: 
“This is a very exciting opportunity for both CUAVA and Saber 
Astronautics.  Together we are going to develop a spacecraft 
control, data management and ground-station solution that links 
to our new spacecraft software.  This could also provide a tem-
plate for many future Australian space projects.  It is an example 
of two Australian entities coming together to develop an  
Australian solution to a global problem.”  

Asia Pacific Spatial Excellence Award Winner! 
 
The Asia Pacific Spatial Excellence Awards celebrate the achievements of top spatial information  
enterprises and individuals within the Surveying and Spatial Industry.  
 
Eva Rodriguez Rodriguez (Frontier SI), received the Women’s Leadership Award which is a well  
deserved award in recognition of her excellent work in strategically growing the Spatial sector in  
Australia, particularly focusing on connections to the space sector and our SmartSat CRC. 
 
Eva received strong support in her nomination and reflected upon the three themes mentioned in her 
acceptance speech of Connecting space and spatial; Diversity and inclusion and Collaboration as the 
pathway to success and growth.  

Eva Rodriguez Rodriguez receiving her award. 

mailto:Shena.howell@ngc.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ACoAAAGNFMkBmt6KCDnad5E-SSWDk_3DdekZfws/
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Future Events 

SPACE TECH EXPO EUROPE 
(free event) 
 
Date: 19 - 21 Nov 2019 
Location: Bremen, Germany 

8TH SA SPACE FORUM 
 
Date: Monday 30 September 2019 
Location: Adelaide, South Australia   
 
In collaboration with the South Australian Government, 
Australian Space Agency, the National Space Society of  
Australia and the Australian Academy of Science.  
 
It will include a QnA Expert Panel Session dedicated to the 
SmartSat facilitated by Peter Nikoloff.  
 
Registration details 

70TH INTERNATIONAL 
ASTRONAUTICAL CONGRESS 
 
Date: 21–25 Oct 2019 
Location: Washington, D.C. USA 

11TH EUROPEAN CUBESAT  
SYMPOSIUM 
 
Date: 11 - 13 Sep 2019 
Location: Luxemborg 
 

37TH INTERNATIONAL 
COMMUNICATIONS SATELITE 
SYSTEMS CONFERENCE (ICSSC) 
 
 

Date: 29 Oct – 1 Nov 2019 
Location: Okinawa, Japan 
 
 

Other  

SmartSat CRC Newsletter editors: Emily White, Helen Loudis.  

SmartSat CRC Events  

SMARTSAT CRC VISITIING DISTINGUISHED SPEAKER SERIES  
(open to CRC members only) 
 
Date: 1 October 2019 
Location: Adelaide, South Australia 
 
Our first event will host Mr LUCA DEL MONTE,  Head of Industrial Policy and SME Division, European 
Space Agency. Luca Del Monte’s presentation will include a description of the European public and 
private space eco-system as well as examples of projects involving innovative applications of  
satellite data and services.  
 
Registration details 

GROUP OF EARTH OBSERVATIONS 
MINISTERIAL SUMMIT  
 
 

Date: 4 —9 Nov 2019 
Location: Canberra, Australia 

Invitation to promote your organisation within our Newsletter! If you have any news that you would like to share with the  
SmartSat CRC community, please send your company profile and content to emily.white@unisa.edu.au   

19TH AUSTRALIAN SPACE 
RESEARCH CONFERENCE (ASRC) 
 

Date: 30 Sep - 2 Oct 2019 
Location: Adelaide, South Australia 

GRAVITY CHALLENGE 
 
Date: Monday 30 September 2019 
Location: Adelaide, South Australia   
 
The Deloitte GRAVITY Challenge is a national technology  
innovation program for corporates, entrepreneurs and  
universities to design and build solutions to real industry, 
social and environmental problems. The solution ideation 
phase commences on Monday 30 sept, as part of a 6 week 
program exploring new uses for space data.  
 
Event details 

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/8th-space-forum-registration-64219475179
https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/smartsat-crc-visiting-distinguished-speaker-series-luca-del-monte-tickets-69835653319
mailto:emily.white@unisa.edu.au
http://www.gravitychallenge.space/home/index

